The Frequency Selective Effect of Radar Backscattering from Multiscale Sea Surface
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Abstract: The sea surface essentially contains multiscale roughness with capillary waves of many sizes riding on large-scale waves that are also of many sizes. It is instructive to exploit the effect of radar frequency and observation geometry on the effective roughness scales responsible for radar backscattering so that the scattering mechanism and the scattering source can be better understood and quantitated. Based on common sea spectra and a theoretical scattering model, an attempt is made to attain the above objective. Model predictions, with selective roughness scales, are compared with wide validation data, including L-band radar observations, and predictions from C-band and Ku-band empirical models: geophysical model function (CMOD7) and NASA scatterometer (NSCAT-4) for C- and Ku-bands at different incident angles. Numerical results indicate that effective roughness scales for radar backscattering vary with radar frequency and incidence angle and are related to a portion of sea spectral components; the low limit of which is linearly proportional to the Bragg wavenumber determined by frequency and incidence angle, and the scale factor of the linear relationship is about 0.05. In addition, the root mean square (RMS) height and the correlation length of the effective roughness (i.e., scattering source) derived from the effective roughness decrease gradually as incident angle increases. In particular, the correlation length also linearly depends on the effective wavelength with a coefficient of 3.2. Moreover, these two coefficients are both independent of wind speed, radar frequency, and incident angle. These findings also reveal the essential properties of the spectral components contributing to radar backscattering and its variation with radar frequency and incident angle.
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1. Introduction

The sea surface possesses an anisotropic, non-Gaussian height, and a multiscale rough surface due to the effect of local wind and the waves propagating from other parts of the sea [1–3]. The modulation of different scales complicates the radar scattering from the sea surface that deserves a deeper look. A good understanding of the scattering mechanism is essential and useful for retrieving the geophysical parameters of the sea surface [4–6].

Over the past decades, attempts have been made to understand the mechanism and behavior behind the scattering, analytical modeling, numerical simulation, and experimental measurement [7]. In the study of radar backscattering from rough surfaces, most work focuses on the single-scale rough surfaces. Numerous numerical simulations and controlled laboratory experiments have been carried out to understand the nature of surface backscattering [8,9]. It is found that surface backscattering
from a single-scale rough surface is dependent on the surface root mean square (RMS) height and its correlation function (or all orders of its roughness spectrum). In contrast, the backscattering from multiscale rough surface depends on many scales of roughness and its scattering mechanism has been studied in references [9–12]. These studies indicate that the scales of roughness responsible for radar backscattering are dependent on incident angles at a given exploring frequency.

For multiscale sea surface, the surface roughness (i.e., correlation function and RMS height) is usually characterized by a sea surface height spectrum model determined by oceanographers. In the Two Scale Model (TSM), the sea spectrum is divided into large- and small-scale roughness in order to apply the Kirchhoff Approximation (KA) and Small Perturbation Model (SPM), respectively, and thus only the two roughness scales are assumed to be responsible for backscattering. Various choices exist for the dividing wavenumber \( k_d \), ranging from \( k_d = k/1.5 \) to \( k_d = k/40 \): \( k_d = k/1.5 \) [13]; \( k_d = k/3 \sim k_d = k/6 \) [14]; \( k_d = k/5 \sim k_d = k/10 \) [15]; \( k_d = k/40 \) [16], where \( k \) is the wavenumber. These heuristic dividing wavenumbers suggest that with only two roughness scales, perhaps it is hard to explain the roughness effect on radar backscattering, with a more complete picture from multiscale sea surface, which is usually characterized by the effective roughness, in light of radar backscattering [9]. In order to simplify the backscattering calculation, Fung et al. [9,12] approximated the sea surface correlation function of the sea surface to an exponential-like function. The corresponding roughness parameters (e.g., correlation length and RMS height) in the correlation function (surface height spectrum) were determined by fitting the backscattering simulations predicted by the Integral Equation Model (IEM) with the radar measurements. Nevertheless, this approximation perhaps is unlikely to find out the contributing wave components responsible for radar backscattering. To the best of our knowledge, limited studies have quantitatively investigated whether size of scale wave or sea surface spectral components does contribute to radar backscattering and how it varies with the combinations of incident angles and exploring frequencies. Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is to quantitatively estimate the radar frequency selective effect of effective roughness responsible for radar backscattering through the comparison of the simulated backscattering based on AIEM model, the advanced version of IEM, and sea spectrum models with the radar observations or empirical models derived from extensive experimental data. This detailed and quantitative analysis of the selective effect is theoretically significant to deepen and expand the understanding of backscattering mechanism from multiscale sea surface and guides us towards more effective, and perhaps more accurate, retrieval of ocean parameters (e.g., sea wind field).

In this paper, the roughness scale responsible for radar backscattering was generated from a partial of sea spectral components and was investigated quantitatively based on the AIEM and the existing sea spectrum models. Firstly, the correlation functions and roughness parameters of various roughness constructed by partial sea spectrum components were calculated theoretically. Then, the roughness scale contributing to radar backscattering was quantitatively investigated and assessed by matching the corresponding measured data at the specific observation geometry and exploring frequency (L-, C- and Ku-bands). In Section 2, the sea spectrum and AIEM model along with the validation data used in this paper are briefly introduced. Section 3 illustrates the sea surface roughness parameters (i.e., RMS height and autocorrelation function) derived from a part of spectral components in sea spectrum model. Then, in Section 4 the backscattering from sea surface with various roughness was simulated by AIEM and the effective roughness for radar backscattering was determined by the comparison of simulated backscattering coefficients with the corresponding observations or empirical models. Section 5 further analyzed the effect of sea spectrum models on backscattering simulations. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Models and Validation Data

In this section, the sea spectra and AIEM model, used for simulating backscattering, along with the validation data for examining the effective roughness for radar backscattering from the multiscale sea surface are shown briefly.
2.1. Sea Spectrum Model

The unifying two-dimension directional sea spectrum mainly contains two parts: one is the omnidirectional spectrum \( S(K) \), representing the isotropic part; the other is the angular spreading function (ASF) [17], allocating the energy of each spectral component to all azimuth directions. At present, the common omnidirectional sea spectrum models contain D-V spectrum [18], Apel spectrum [19], and Elfouhaily spectrum [17], etc. They were widely used for topography simulation of sea surface to simulate scattering cross section from sea surface [20,21]. The two-dimension directional sea spectrum is defined in polar coordinates as:

\[
S(K, \psi) = \frac{1}{K} S(K) \Phi(K, \psi)
\]

where

\[
\Phi(K, \psi) = \frac{1 + \Delta(K) \cos(2\psi)}{2\pi}
\]

In Equations (1) and (2), \( K \) represents the spectral components and ranges from 0 to positive infinity in theory; \( \psi \) is the azimuth angle and \( \psi = 0^\circ \) is in upwind direction. The RMS height \( \sigma \) and normalized autocorrelation function of sea surface elevation \( \rho(r, \varphi) \) are directly related to the sea spectrum components by the following definition:

\[
\sigma^2 = \int_0^\infty S(K) dK
\]

\[
\rho(r, \varphi) = \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \int_0^\infty \int_0^{2\pi} S(K, \psi) \exp(jKr \cos(\varphi - \psi)) K dK d\psi
\]

Similar to the two-dimension sea spectrum, the correlation function is also expressed as the sum of two parts: isotropic part \( \rho_0(r) \) and the anisotropic part \( \rho_2(r) \)

\[
\rho(r, \varphi) = \rho_0(r) - \cos(2\varphi) \rho_2(r)
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_0(r) &= \int_0^\infty S(K) J_0(Kr) dK \\
\rho_2(r) &= \int_0^\infty S(K) J_2(Kr) \Delta(K) dK
\end{align*}
\]

\( J_n \) is the \( n \)th order Bessel function of the first kind.

In this study, two typical omnidirectional Apel [19] and Elfouhaily spectra [17] are selected. The roughness parameters derived from the sea spectral components by using Equations (3) and (4) are input into the scattering model, AIEM, to be shown next.

2.2. Advanced Integral Equation Model

Numerical models and analytical models are two commonly used theoretical scattering models [8,22]. The former, based on the solution of Maxwell equations, can produce simulations with high accuracy. However, they are extremely computationally expensive and thus it is very difficult to analyze the scattering behaviors from large-scale sea surface due to the limited size of simulated surface profile (e.g., the maximal area size: \( 64\lambda \times 64\lambda \), \( \lambda \) is the wavelength for L-band) [23]. In contrast, the analytical models, derived under reasonable assumptions and approximations, give a good balance between prediction accuracy and computational efficiency, which makes them easy and efficient to employ in various microwave remote sensing applications and theoretical studies [24]. The analytical models include the conventional models, e.g., KA and SPM, and the unifying models, e.g., TSM, Small Slope Approximation (SSA), IEM and its improved version, AIEM [25–32]. Figure 1 depicts the general geometry of electromagnetic wave scattering from rough sea surface. As an incident plane wave with spatial wavenumber \( k \) propagates along the direction incident angle \( \theta_i \) and azimuth angle \( \phi_i \) and impinges onto a rough sea surface, the upwardly scattered field at scattering angle \( \theta_s \) and azimuth
angle \( \phi_s \) is then observed by sensors in the upper half-space. The wave components projected onto three axes of the incident and scattering waves are given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
    k_{ix} &= k \sin \theta_i \cos \phi_i k_{iy} = k \sin \theta_i \sin \phi_i k_{iz} = k \cos \theta_i \\
    k_{sx} &= k \sin \theta_s \cos \phi_s k_{sy} = k \sin \theta_s \sin \phi_s k_{sz} = k \cos \theta_s
\end{align*}
\]  
(7)  
(8)

\[ \text{Figure 1. The geometry sketch of electromagnetic wave scattering from sea surface.} \]

The AIEM, a widely used model [33,34], is selected as a working model for characterizing backscattering from multiscale sea surface. For self-containment, only the final expressions of single surface scattering, which is applicable to the rough surface with the RMS surface slope less than 0.4, is given in Equation (9). The model expression takes the following form:

\[
\sigma^0_{qp} = \frac{k^2}{2} \times \exp \left[ -\sigma^2 (k_{ix}^2 + k_{sz}^2) \right] \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \left| I_{qp}^m \right|^2 2^{2m} W^{(n)}(K, \phi) \frac{1}{n!} 
\]

(9)

where the roughness spectrum, \( W^{(n)}(K, \phi) \), is the Fourier transform of the \( n \)th power of the surface correlation function \( \rho(r, \phi) \):

\[
W^{(n)}(K, \phi) = \frac{1}{2\pi I_{pq}} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\infty} \rho^n(r, \phi) \exp(iKr \cos(\phi - \rho)) r dr d\phi 
\]

(10)

with

\[
K = \sqrt{(k_{sx} - k_{iz})^2 + (k_{sy} - k_{iz})^2} 
\]

(11)

\[
\phi = \tan^{-1}\left\{ (k_{sx} - k_{iz})/(k_{sy} - k_{iz}) \right\} 
\]

(12)

The factor \( I_{qp}^m \) in Equation (9) is explicitly given by:

\[
I_{qp}^m = (k_{sz} + k_{iz})^m f_{qp} \exp(-\sigma^2 k_{iz} k_{sz}) + \frac{1}{4} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
    F_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} - k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 - k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + F_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} + k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 + k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + F_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} - k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 - k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + G_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} - k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 - k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + G_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} + k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 + k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + G_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} - k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 - k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + G_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} + k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 + k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + G_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} - k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 - k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \\
    + G_{qp}^{(-k_{ix}, -k_{iy})(k_{iz} + k_{iz})^m} \exp[-\sigma^2 (k_{iz}^2 + k_{iz}(k_{sz} - k_{iz}))] \end{array} \right\} 
\]

(13)
Through Equations (9)–(12), the subscripts $q$ and $p$ denote the received and transmitted polarizations, respectively; $\sigma$ is the RMS height of the surface. The Kirchhoff field coefficient $f_{qp}$ and the complementary scattered fields propagating through the upward (+) and downward (−) directions in both the upper and lower medium $F(\pm)$, $G(\pm)$ are explicitly given in references [32–35]. In this context, the parameter $K$ corresponds to a specific spectral component of ocean surface roughness spectrum model and is determined by incident frequency and radar observation geometry. Although we have given the general expression of this scattering model, the backward observation configuration is what we’re interested in, due to the abundant radar measurements for assessing the performance of this study. For backscatter mode, the transmitter and receiver are colocated and the cross polarizations (i.e., HV and VH) from the sea surface are much smaller than that of the like polarizations (i.e., HH and VV), due to the small RMS slope (generally less than 0.3 within the wind speed of 30 m/s [17]), which are not shown in this paper.

2.3. Validation Data

In this paper, three types of validation data at L-, C-, and Ku-bands are adopted to examine the effective roughness for radar backscattering. The L-band validation data for different wind directions comes from the Aquarius instrument equipped with scatterometer operating at 1.26 GHz, which has three beams with incident angles 28.7, 37.8, and 45.6 degrees, respectively. Each beam acquires backscattering coefficients from the sea surface when the wind speeds are 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 15 m/s. These radar data were usually adopted to verify numerical simulations [36,37]. At low wind speeds (3–8 m/s), the negative upwind-crosswind asymmetry (NUC) of radar backscattering coefficients from the sea surface at L-band was observed by the space-borne scatterometers and shown by Yueh et al. [36]. To explain the NUC at L-band, Du et al. [37] proposed an empirical angular spreading function (ASF) by matching with the L-band radar observations, especially for low wind speeds. Therefore, the empirical ASF was used to generate two-dimension directional spectrum for simulating backscattering coefficients versus wind directions.

The validation data in upwind direction for C-band (5.3 GHz), incident angle $\theta_i = \{18^\circ, 20^\circ, \ldots, 58^\circ\}$ and Ku-band (14 GHz), $\theta_i = \{2^\circ, 4^\circ, \ldots, 60^\circ\}$ at wind speeds $U_{10} = 5, 10,$ and 15 m/s, comes from empirical scattering models C-band geophysical model function (CMOD7) [38] and NASA scatterometer (NSCAT-4) [39] derived from extensive radar measurements, respectively.

3. Scattering Source of Backscattering from Multiscale Sea Surface

For a single-scale rough surface, the sources of surface scattering for the classical geometric optics, Kirchhoff, and small perturbation or Bragg scattering models are the surface slope distribution, reflection and diffraction, and surface spectrum evaluated at Bragg wavenumbers, respectively [9]. They are valid, respectively, in the high-frequency limit, high-frequency region, and low-frequency region. Because the AIEM model integrates the three models and includes them as special cases, the scattering source for AIEM in Equation (9) is the all orders of surface spectrum $W^{(n)}(K, \phi)$ evaluated at the specific surface spectral component, $K = 2k \sin \theta_i$ (hereafter, called the effective wavenumber).

For multiscale rough sea surface, it is instructive to know that only a part of roughness scales (effective roughness) are responsible for backscattering at a given view angle and exploring frequency [11]. The contributions to backscattering by the other roughness do not add up coherently along the backscattering direction and are filtered by effective sensing wavelength $\lambda_e$, determined by the incident wavelength and incident angle, i.e., $\lambda_e = \lambda / (2 \sin \theta_i)$ [9,40], which is called “wavelength filtering effect” [9]. Therefore, the backscattering source for radar backscattering from multiscale sea surface is also the all orders of surface spectrum $W^{(n)}(K, \phi)$ which attaches to a specific roughness determined by incident angle and frequency (i.e., effective roughness) [9].
3.1. Various Roughness Derived from Sea Spectrum

Different scales of roughness riding on sea surface can also be calculated by different part of sea spectral components, from which the effective roughness can be derived. Roughness scales responsible for radar scattering are usually characterized quantitatively by the correlation function and the surface RMS height. For illustration, let’s take L-band (28 rad/m) as an example. The correlation functions and roughness parameters (RMS height and correlation length) are computed by different spectral components \( k_e \in [0.1 \ast k, \infty) \), \([0.05 \ast k, \infty)\), and \((0, \infty)\) based on Apel spectrum. The corresponding roughness parameters along the upwind- and crosswind-directions at the wind speeds of 10 m/s and 15 m/s are shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** The normalized correlation functions and roughness parameters (RMS height and correlation length \( L_u, L_c \) in upwind and crosswind directions) generated by different wave spectral components \( k_e \) based on Apel spectrum model at L-band (1.26 GHz) for wind speeds of 10 m/s and 15 m/s, respectively. (a)-(b) \( k_e \in [0.1 \ast k, \infty) \); (c)-(d) \( k_e \in [0.05 \ast k, \infty) \); (e)-(f) \( k_e \in (0, \infty) \).

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the normalized correlation functions generated by high-wavenumber spectral components (Figure 2a,b) are more oscillating with a decreasing amplitude and the RMS height and correlation lengths in both upwind- and crosswind-directions are also small, which is in accord with that of short wind wave fields derived from the along-wind surface wave profiles, shown in the Figure 13 of [41]. With the addition of low-wavenumber spectral components, the roughness increases. When all the spectral components in sea spectrum are included to account for the roughness (Figure 2e,f), the corresponding scatterer on sea surface is very large with a tens of meters of correlation length and tens of centimeters or even one meter in RMS height. Meanwhile, the oscillation of autocorrelation function of large scale scatterer also flattens out and the roughness becomes larger as the wind speed increases (i.e., satisfying the law of KA model). At the same time, for the case of Figure 2a-d the scatterer becomes rougher with a smaller correlation length and larger RMS height with the increase of wind speed (i.e., satisfying the law of the SPM model).
3.2. Variation of Backscattering Sources \( W^{(n)} \) Attaching to a Roughness with the Effective Wavenumber \( K \) and Number of Terms \( n \)

In this section we shall consider the variation of the backscattering source \( W^{(n)} \) with effective wavenumber \( K \) attaching to the largest roughness (Figure 2e,f), taken with an example in the upwind direction when the \( n \)-value varies from 1 to 16 with a step of 3. In backscatter mode, the effective wavenumber \( K \) is equal to \( 2 \sin \theta_i \). Since \( 0^\circ \leq \theta_i < 90^\circ \), it follows that \( 0 \leq K/k < 2 \). Hence, only the surface spectral components within the range of \( [0,2k) \) are responsible for backscattering [9]. In order to show the variation of \( W^{(n)}(K, \phi) \) along the upwind direction (\( \phi = 0^\circ \)) with the effective wavenumber \( K \) and \( n \), the numerical illustrations are shown in Figure 3.

![Graphs showing variation of backscattering sources](image)

**Figure 3.** The variation of the relative importance of \( W^{(n)}(K) \) in the upwind direction with effective wavenumber \( K \) normalized by exploring wavenumber (L-, C-, and Ku-bands) and \( n \) at the wind speeds of 10 m/s and 15 m/s, respectively. (a)–(b) \( k_e \in [0.1^* k, \infty) \); (c)–(d) \( k_e \in [0.05^* k, \infty) \); (e)–(f) \( k_e \in [0.0005^* k, \infty) \).

For each subplot in Figure 3, there is a transition region of the relative importance of all orders of scatter source \( W^{(n)} \) within the range of effective wavenumber \( K \). Over the low-wavenumber region (near the nadir), the level becomes higher as the \( n \)-value increases, but it is inversed at a high-wavenumber regime (at medium and large incident angles). However, the increasing \( n \)-value does not lead to the monotonous increase in level over the transition region. In addition, the transition region shifts toward low-wavenumber area with the increase of exploring frequency and wind speed and also broadens with the increase of \( n \)-value. The \( W^{(1)} \) is in accord with the original Apel sea spectrum denoted by the symbol “Apel” in the legend, indicating the relationship of surface correlation function and its surface spectrum by Fourier Transform. Besides, these variation trends along the crosswind direction are similar to that in upwind direction but slightly lower in level, which are not shown in this paper.
4. Effective Roughness Scales for Radar Backscattering

As mentioned above, the idea that only an effective roughness scale is responsible for backscattering at a given frequency and incident angle is the most fundamental concept to understand the backscattering from multiscale rough sea surfaces. The effective roughness depends on frequency and incident angle [9]. For example, at centimeter wavelengths (L-, C-, and Ku-bands) and medium incident angles the meter-size roughness scales are not responsible for radar backscattering from a multiscale rough surface, and locally the large undulating surface is now serving as a reference plane for scattering. In this section, the variations of backscattering simulations with different roughness scales derived from different sea spectrum components are firstly analyzed. Then the effective roughness responsible for radar backscattering from sea surface were determined by matching the simulations with the validation data from radar measurements and empirical models.

4.1. Variation of Backscattering Simulations versus Different Roughness

In order to determine the effective roughness responsible for radar backscattering, we first need to construct various roughness using different sea spectrum components as illustrated in Section 3.1. Because the scatter source responsible for backscattering is the all order of roughness spectrum \( W(n)(K) \) evaluated at effective wavenumber \( K \), the range of spectral components used for generating roughness should contain the specific surface spectral component. Therefore, the lower limit \( k_L \) of the range of sea spectral components \([k_L, \infty)\) should be related to \( K \). In this paper, a simple linear relationship \( k_L = m \times K \) is assumed to make an attempt to investigate the effective roughness on multiscale sea surface. Here, \( m \) is referred to as the intercept parameter.

In order to explore the backscattering behaviors versus roughness determined by spectrum components \([m \times K, \infty)\), several simulation results at L-band, taken an example, for different roughness scales and incident angles along different wind directions based on Apel spectrum are analyzed when the wind speed is 10 m/s. The intercept parameter \( m = 0.1, 0.05, \) and \( 0.01 \) and the incident angles are 10, 30, and 50 degrees. Other parameters related to the backscattering simulation are sea surface temperature and sea water salinity, which are set as 20°C and 35%, respectively. Based on the two parameters, the relative permittivity is computed from the Debye equation [42]. These simulations are plotted in Figure 4.
It can be clearly seen from Figure 4 that for small $m$-value (0.01) there is no difference between VV- and HH-polarizations regardless of incident angle. This is because for this situation the behavior of backscattering from sea surface is dominated by large roughness relative to the effective wavelength where AIEM model reduces to KA limits (no polarization difference). When $m = 0.1$ and 0.05 (small and medium roughness), the levels of HH- and VV-polarized backscattering coefficient decrease with the increase of incident angle and the difference between them also gradually increases, which is more evident for larger $m$-value. Besides, the two polarizations shift toward each other as the $m$-value decreases but the HH polarization is more sensitive.

4.2. Effective Roughness

Based on the effect of $m$-value on behaviors of backscattering coefficients, the $m$-value is determined by matching the simulated backscattering coefficients to experimental measurements. Thus, the effective roughness generated by the effective spectral components $|m \times K, \infty|$ is also determined.

For L-band, when all the validation data are matched with the backscattering simulations, we found that the $m$-value is about 0.05. Although the $m$-value is a constant, the effective wavenumber $K = 2k \sin \theta_i$ varies with the incident angle $\theta_i$ and exploring wavenumber $k$, which further leads to a change in spectral components $|m \times K, \infty|$ for constructing the effective roughness. The comparisons with Aquarius data along various wind directions at several combinations of incident angle and wind

Figure 4. The theoretical backscattering behaviors relative to wind direction versus $m$ at wind speed of 10 m/s with incident angles of 10, 30, and 50 degrees. (a)–(c) $m = 0.1$; (d)–(f) $m = 0.05$; (g)–(i) $m = 0.01$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind direction / (°)</th>
<th>Scattering Coefficient / dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The speed are shown in Figure 5. The corresponding roughness parameters for L-band radar backscattering and the effective wavelength are listed in Table 1.

![Graphs and diagrams](image)

**Figure 5.** Comparison of simulated backscattering based on AIEM and Apel sea spectrum and Aquarius radar data at L-band for incidence angles of 28.7, 37.8, and 45.6 degrees and wind speeds of 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 15 m/s, respectively. (a1)–(c1) 3 m/s; (a2)–(c2) 5 m/s; (a3)–(c3) 8 m/s; (a4)–(c4) 10 m/s; (a5)–(c5) 12 m/s; (a6)–(c6) 15 m/s.
15 m/s will be further analyzed in the discussion section. The related comparisons with the validation
Remote Sens. 2019
7d–f, respectively. RMS height, correlation length, and their ratio were also calculated and exhibited in Figures 6d–f and
data were shown in Figures 6a–c and 7a–c, respectively. Then the corresponding roughness parameters
calculating the effective roughness for radar backscattering. The discrepancy of Ku-band at 10 m/s and
for Ku-band at 10 m/s and 15 m/s. This indicates that the
\[ U \]
are in good agreement with the empirical CMOD7 (no HH polarization) and NSCAT-4 models except
backscattering coefficients versus incident angles based on Apel spectrum for 5, 10, and 15 m/s also
are in good agreement with the empirical CMOD7 (no HH polarization) and NSCAT-4 models except
for Ku-band at 10 m/s and 15 m/s. This indicates that the \( m \)-value may be an intrinsic property for
calculating the effective roughness for radar backscattering. The discrepancy of Ku-band at 10 m/s and
15 m/s will be further analyzed in the discussion section. The related comparisons with the validation
data were shown in Figures 6a–c and 7a–c, respectively. Then the corresponding roughness parameters
RMS height, correlation length, and their ratio were also calculated and exhibited in Figures 6d–f and
7d–f, respectively.

### Table 1. The effective roughness parameters corresponding to Figure 5 in the upwind direction (wind
direction = 0°) at incident angles of 28.7, 37.8, and 45.6 degrees with wind speeds of 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, and
15 m/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Angles ( \theta_i ) (°)</th>
<th>Wind Speed ( U_{10} ) (m/s)</th>
<th>RMS Height ( \sigma ) (cm)</th>
<th>Correlation Length ( C_l ) (cm)</th>
<th>Effective Wavelength ( \lambda_e ) (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, for C- and Ku-bands, when the intercept parameter \( m \) is set to be 0.05, the simulated
backscattering coefficients versus incident angles based on Apel spectrum for 5, 10, and 15 m/s also
are in good agreement with the empirical CMOD7 (no HH polarization) and NSCAT-4 models except
for Ku-band at 10 m/s and 15 m/s. This indicates that the \( m \)-value may be an intrinsic property for
calculating the effective roughness for radar backscattering. The discrepancy of Ku-band at 10 m/s and
15 m/s will be further analyzed in the discussion section. The related comparisons with the validation
data were shown in Figures 6a–c and 7a–c, respectively. Then the corresponding roughness parameters
RMS height, correlation length, and their ratio were also calculated and exhibited in Figures 6d–f and
7d–f, respectively.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6.** Comparisons of the simulated backscattering based on Apel spectrum for C-band with the
CMOD7 data (no HH polarization) at the wind speeds of 5 m/s, 10 m/s, and 15 m/s (the first row: (a) 5 m/s; (b) 10 m/s; (c) 15 m/s) and the corresponding roughness parameters (the second row: (d) RMS height, (e) correlation length, and (f) the ratio of RMS and correlation length).
AIEM model and the Apel spectrum for L-band are overall in good agreement with the Aquarius variation trend with effective wavelength and can be described by an approximate linear relation:

$$C_l = 3.2 \times \lambda_e$$

For C-band, the same $m$-value to that for L-band also makes the simulated VV-polarized backscattering coefficients well close to the empirical CMOD7 model with the error of mean bias and root mean square error (RMSE) within 1 dB for the three wind speeds. In Figure 6, it is shown that the RMS height and correlation length decrease with the increase of incidence angles, suggesting that the roughness responsible for radar backscattering gradually becomes smaller (i.e., the decreasing RMS height and correlation length). Besides this, the correlation length for the three incident angles has the same ratio of RMS and correlation length.

5. Discussion

5.1. Analysis of Effective Roughness

In Figure 5, when the $m$-value is set to 0.05, the simulated backscattering coefficients based on AIEM model and the Apel spectrum for L-band are overall in good agreement with the Aquarius radar measurements with the error of around 1 dB for HH- and VV-polarizations for the incidence angles of 28.7, 37.8, and 45.6 degrees and the wind speeds of 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 15 m/s. Moreover, the $m$-value is independent of incident angles, wind directions, and wind speeds. Based on this, the corresponding roughness parameters (RMS height and correlation length) responsible for radar backscattering are calculated and are shown in Table 1. As incidence angle increases, the effective spectral components reduce and the effective roughness for radar backscattering gradually becomes smaller (i.e., the decreasing RMS height and correlation length). Besides this, the correlation length has little change but the RMS height becomes larger as the wind speed increases, indicating a rougher surface (scatterer). In addition, the correlation length for the three incident angles has the same variation trend with effective wavelength and can be described by an approximate linear relation:
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For C-band, the same $m$-value to that for L-band also makes the simulated VV-polarized backscattering coefficients well close to the empirical CMOD7 model with the error of mean bias and root mean square error (RMSE) within 1 dB for the three wind speeds. In Figure 6, it is shown that the RMS height and correlation length decrease with the increase of incidence angles, suggesting that the roughness responsible for radar backscattering gradually becomes smaller (i.e., the decreasing RMS height and correlation length). Besides this, the correlation length has little change but the RMS height becomes larger as the wind speed increases, indicating a rougher surface (scatterer). In addition, the correlation length for the three incident angles has the same variation trend with effective wavelength and can be described by an approximate linear relation:
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wavelength also have a high correlation as the incident angle changes (Figure 6e). The relationship can be also expressed by Equation (14). Furthermore, the ratio of RMS height and correlation length in Figure 6f is very small and increases slightly versus increasing incident angles, which indicates the single scattering is dominant and meets the requirements of the single-scattering AIEM model.

As for Ku-band, the simulated backscattering versus incident angles based on Apel spectrum and the same intercept parameter (i.e., \( m = 0.05 \)) as L- and C-bands are consistent better with the NSCAT-4 model at small wind speed (i.e., 5 m/s, see Figure 7a). Meanwhile at wind speeds of 10 m/s (Figure 7b) and 15 m/s (Figure 7c), the simulations are in agreement with the experimental data at small incidence angles \( (\theta_i \leq 30^\circ) \), but substantially biased at medium to large incidence, especially for VV-polarization. At a small incident angle, the effective wavelength is very large and the effective roughness dominating the backscatter signal return is also large, which causes the scattering behavior to follow the KA with no difference between HH and VV polarizations. As the incident angle increases, the effective wavelength also decreases. Thus, the effective roughness becomes small with the increasing incident angle. Similarly, the correlation length and effective wavelength obey the relationship of Equation (14). However, the inconsistency of the simulated backscattering at large incident angles and high wind speeds of 10 m/s and 15 m/s may not be due to the \( m \)-value. This is because when the \( m \)-value becomes larger or smaller than 0.05, VV- and HH-polarizations will move away or towards each other, at medium and large incident angles, respectively (see Figure 4 in Section 4.1). Therefore, the overestimation of VV-polarization mentioned above may be given rise by the Apel spectrum itself and this behavior also was reported in reference [19]. This perhaps is because that the high-frequency spectral components in Apel model is overestimated, which has been proved by Elfouhaily et al. [17] through assessing the RMS slope, mainly determined by the high-frequency components, with the measurements by Cox and Munk [43]. However, the high-wavenumber components (capillary waves) are important for microwave backscattering especially for high frequency bands. To examine this idea, it is desirable to test the Elfouhaily spectrum in simulated backscattering, which will be shown in the following section.

5.2. Effect of Sea Spectrum Model on Backscattering Simulations

To examine the effect of the sea spectrum model on backscattering simulations, the Elfouhaily spectrum was adopted to simulate backscattering from the sea surface in this section. The simulations for the wind speeds of 10 m/s and 15 m/s based on Elfouhaily spectrum and the same \( m \)-value (i.e., \( m = 0.05 \)) are shown in Figure 8a,e, respectively.

In Figure 8a,e, the simulated VV polarization backscattering coefficients are closer to the experimental data, compared to simulated HH polarization, which is underestimated. Comparing with Figure 7b,c, it can been seen that the simulated backscattering based on Apel spectrum are higher than those based on Elfouhaily spectrum except for at incident angles within 10 degrees where the backscattering behaviors are dominated by the RMS slope, i.e., following the GO model. Over the intermediate incidence range, the effective roughness based on the Apel spectrum is much rougher than that based on the Elfouhaily spectrum (Figure 8 b,f). This may be because the higher spectral components in Apel spectrum are larger than that in Elfouhaily spectrum over the high wavenumber region (Figure 8 c,g). Thus, the simulated backscattering based on the Apel spectrum is higher than that based on the Elfouhaily spectrum at large incident angles. To further verify the deviation for Ku-band at high wind speeds impacted by sea spectrum itself, the simulated scattering coefficients based on the Elfouhaily spectrum by the first order SSA-1 scattering model [44] are calculated and shown in Figure 8d,h. They are in better agreement with each other except for a slight deviation in the incidence region ranging from 10 to 30 degrees and the results simulated by SSA-1 are also consistent with (the Figure 3 of [45]).
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For the simulations for VV-polarization at C-band based on Elfouhaily spectrum, they were
verified with the empirical model in reference [45] and the simulated results based on SSA-1 and
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Figure 8. Comparisons of simulated backscattering, predicted by AIEEM and SSA-1 model, versus
incident angles based on Elfouhaily spectrum for Ku band with NSCAT-4 model at the wind speeds of
10 m/s (a), (d) and 15 m/s (e), (h); and the corresponding effective roughness parameters (b), (f) and
spectrum curve (c), (g).

For the simulations for VV-polarization at C-band based on Elfouhaily spectrum, they were
verified with the empirical model in reference [45] and the simulated results based on SSA-1 and
Elfouhaily spectrum coincide with the simulations using the Apel spectrum in this paper. In addition,
in order to investigate the effect of sea spectrum on the simulations at low frequency, the simulation
results at L-band in the upwind direction based on the Elfouhaily and Apel spectra using the same
m-value (i.e., 0.05) were also compared in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Comparisons of simulated backscattering based on Apel and Elfouhaily spectra with Aquarius
data in the upwind direction at incident angles of 28.7, 37.8, and 45.6 degrees for L-band at wind speeds
of 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 15 m/s, respectively. (a) 3 m/s; (b) 5 m/s; (c) 8 m/s; (d) 10 m/s; (e) 12 m/s;
(f) 15 m/s.
It is clearly seen from Figure 9 that the simulations (red symbols) based on the Apel spectrum are closer to the radar measurements (black symbols) especially for 3-12 m/s while the simulations (blue symbols) based on the Elfouhaily spectrum are underestimated significantly compared with the measured data. Therefore, for the low-frequency L-band, the Apel spectrum is more suitable for simulating radar backscattering. This may be because the related parameters used for building the Apel spectrum model are determined by radar data, making the low-frequency spectral components (gravity and capillary-gravity waves) more accurate [19]. While, for Elfouhaily spectrum, only the measurements in the tank were involved but the RMS slope of the spectrum, mainly determined by the high-frequency spectral components, is more consistent with the Cox and Munk measurements [43]. This perhaps explains why the Elfouhaily spectrum is more applicable to high-frequency Ku-band at high wind speed (e.g., greater than 10 m/s) and large incident angles (e.g., greater than 30 degrees). Overall, the roughness generated by using the spectral components from the classical Apel and Elfouhaily spectra is responsible for radar backscattering when the m-value is 0.05, which is independent of incident angles, wind speeds, and radar frequencies.

In addition, it should be noted that the incidence angles and wind speeds are both moderate here and the predictions at large incidence angles (e.g., greater than 70 degrees) and high wind speeds (e.g., greater than 25 m/s) are challenging for general rough surface scattering models. This is because at high wind speed, the sea spectrum model (e.g., Apel and Elfouhaily spectra) is less accurate for describing the rough characteristics of the sea surface, while the break waves will also change the scattering mechanism, including surface scattering and volume scattering. These extreme cases need to be further investigated. Additionally, underestimation of AIEM with m-value of 0.05 at the incidence angles from 10 to 30 degrees for Ku-band and wind speed of 10 m/s and 15 m/s (see Figure 8d,f) mentioned above indicates that the m-value may be not a constant but a function of incidence angles and should be smaller than 0.05 at these incidence angles, which will be notable and need further improvement as well.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we quantitatively evaluate the roughness scales that are responsible, or contribute to, for radar backscattering from multi-scale sea surface. Such a physical process is called the frequency selective effect. Various scale sizes of roughness are extracted from different portions of spectral component in wave spectrum models and then casted into AIEM model to simulate backscattering coefficients at L, C, and Ku-bands for different incidence angles, wind speeds and wind directions. Simulation results are compared with corresponding radar measurements to determine the size of roughness (effective roughness) contributing to radar backscattering.

It is found that the effective roughness is selective from a portion of sea spectrum components \([k_L, \infty]\), with the lower limit \(k_L\) proportional to the effective wavenumber \(K\) determined by radar frequency and observation configuration \(K = 2k \sin \theta_i\). The scale coefficient is 0.05 and independent on frequency, incident angle, wind speed, wind direction, and sea spectrum model. In addition, the effective roughness becomes rougher as the wind speed increases at medium and large incident angles (e.g., greater than 30 degrees) and the correlation length of effective roughness is about 3.2 times proportional to the effective wavelength \(\lambda_e(\lambda_e = \lambda / 2 \sin \theta_i)\) regardless of incident angles and wind speeds for all three exploring frequencies. The simulated backscattering coefficients based on Apel spectrum at Ku-band at high wind speeds (i.e., 10 m/s and 15 m/s) and large incident angles (i.e., greater than 30 degrees) deviate from the radar measurements, which may be mainly attributed from the sea spectrum model itself.

Before concluding the paper, it is worth noting the effect of sea spectrum model on the scattering simulations (see Figures 8 and 9) and that a more comprehensive comparison between other sea spectra is necessary. Furthermore, the skewness effect caused by the non-Gaussian sea surface height has an influence on the upwind-downwind asymmetry of backscattering observed by radar at medium
incidence angles (see Figure 5) but this is not considered in this paper, which will be investigated further in the future.
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